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Abstract 

miR-21 is an oncomiR upregulated in a lot of pathological conditions and associated             

with poor prognosis in cancer. miR-21 upregulation is directly associated to cell            

proliferation, cell invasion, and generation of resistance to chemotherapy. To date, the            

gold standard technique to identify and quantify miRNAs is RT-qPCR; nevertheless, it            

is not particularly suitable for small RNA species. The need of isolating small RNA              

populations from biological specimens during sample prep joined to the elongation and            

conversion of target molecules into cDNA to then perform PCR amplification steps            

represent substantial drawbacks. Herein we present a chemical and PCR-free          

approach for the detection and quantification of miRNAs, especially miR-21, in a rapid,             

robust, and cost-effective way. 

Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probes fully complementary to miR-21 and containing an            

abasic position in front of a nucleotide of study (DGL probes) are coupled to magnetic               

Dynabeads® to give rise to Magbeads-21. Then, Magbeads-21 are incubated with           

samples from cancer patients or tumor cells to capture miR-21, which hybridise in an              

antiparallel orientation with the DGL probes, forming a perfect duplex. After a magnetic             
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purification, Magbeads-21 capturing miR-21 are added to a solution containing a           

biotinylated reactive aldehyde-modified non-natural adenine (Smart-2dA-biotin) and a        

reducing agent (NaBH3CN). The perfect duplex formed between the DGL probes and            

miR-21 molecules acts as a template for a thermodinamically controlled reaction that            

takes place between the aldehyde of the Smart-2dA-biotin and the secondary amine            

of the abasic position, giving rise to a reversible specie iminium, which is immediately              

reduced to a stable tertiary amine, producing a dynamic chemistry labelling (DCL). In             

order to detect the Smart-2dA-biotin specific incorporation, bio-labelling step is          

performed through a fluorogenic enzymatic-assisted assay:      

Streptavidin-β-Galactosidase (SbG) binds to biotinylated Smart-2dA and       

Resorufin-β-D-Galactopyranoside (RGP) reacts with SbG, releasing fluorescence upon        

enzymatic hydrolysis. Given that the released fluorescence is directly proportional to           

the amount of SbG presented in Magbeads-21, the number of molecules of miR-21             

contained in the samples is determined using a calibration curve. This methodology            

allows the detection and quantification of circulating and intracellular miRNAs and it is             

not limited only to miR-21. 

 

 


